PROTECTION on motor patrol

Fingerprinting the deceased

Using the digital SLR
Motor officer communications system

Setcom Corp. recently introduced its Liberator Wireless System. By eliminating the cable between motor officer and motorcycle, the Liberator System provides maximum flexibility, freedom of movement and reliable communications. By operating in the 900-MHz ISM frequency range, the system avoids the interference challenges associated with higher frequencies. Also, the system is backward compatible with most of Setcom’s current equipment, saving departments money and upgrade hassles. Finally, the system draws the minimal power it requires from the portable radio battery.
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1 Helmet-independent headset

The CT-Neckband headset is a helmet-independent headset system that is quickly ready to use and comfortable to wear, even under tight-fitting police, fire, military, bicycle, riding or mountain rescue helmets. The neckband headset from CeoTronics is characterized by a super-flat design and low weight. It is manufactured from shapeable wire that can be individually adjusted to the shape of the wearer’s head. A sound guide tube carries the speaker signal directly to the ear and can optionally be combined with an earplug, an ear bud or a crosstree.
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Scene Diagrams and Maps from your Photographs!

- Using the PhotoModeler Pro photogrammetry software you can produce reliable measurements and diagrams with your own camera or from other third-party photographs.
- Are you being asked to open roads and crime scenes quickly after an incident but you still need to collect detailed dimensions and diagrams? PhotoModeler Pro is the product for you. Used by police forces around the world. Ask about our top-rated training courses conducted by reconstruction professionals.

Visit [www.photomodeler.com/law](http://www.photomodeler.com/law) for a law enforcement exclusive white paper titled, “How Photogrammetry Can Save You Time and Money”

PhotoModeler by Eos Systems Inc.
sales@photomodeler.com 604-732-6658

Call Today for your FREE Catalog!
We carry the most complete line of Police Motorcycle equipment and gear

1-800-491-1267 squadfitters.com
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Squad-Fitters, Inc.
The Police Motorcycle Experts

Fully Customized Radio Boxes
• Custom Paint Matching
• Unlimited Lighting Options
• Add-On Interior Components
• Knowledgeable Staff
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